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The secretary of labor, meeting for breakfast with reporters at the AFL-CIO convention
in San Francisco, had time for two more questions. "Mr. Secretary, both you and the president
talk a lot about 'high skill, high wage jobs.' But even though productivity has increased, real
wages have steadily fallen. Do you think the problem might be that the unions are too weak to
raise workers' wages? And if so, why doesn't the President talk about this problem? Why does
he seem to be afraid to use the 'U' word?" The secretary reflected for a moment before
explaining that, "inside the beltway," any legislation considered to be pro-labor automatically
attracts high profile, well organized opposition. It starts with the business lobbyists and quickly
extends to include most Republican and many Democratic lawmakers. Fortunately, he added,
this isn't the view around the country where there is a great deal of support for reforms
championed by the AFL-CIO. "But Mr. Secretary," interjected a veteran labor writer from a
major west coast newspaper, "why doesn't the president do what FDR did in the 1930s? Why
doesn't he publicly encourage workers to organize unions? Why doesn't he tell millions of
Americans and Congress that, if he was a worker, he would want to be represented by a union?"
The secretary of labor laughed goodnaturedly. His mirth was shared by most of the reporters
from newspapers like the New York Times and The Wall Street Journal. There seemed little need
for a response. It was too hard to imagine a situation where the president wouldfeel compelled
to make such a statement.
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The labor movement has been pronounced dead so many times, and for so long, it's no
wonder the flight attendants caught everyone by surprise when they walked off the job at
American Airlines -- and won. The problems facing organized labor are well known. Indeed,
a body of scholarly literature, from disciplines such as economics, sociology, law, and history,
has been produced on the breakdown of the American system of industrial relations and the
demise of organized labor.' Moreover, a small stream of literature has offered wide-ranging, and
often contradictory, proposals for reform.2 But much less is known about what American unions
have done to challenge their impending destruction. This should not be surprising since academic
researchers have so little interaction with organized labor. Linkages between universities and
unions are nearly non-existent, a void that stands in sharp contrast to the elaborate network of
business-university collaboration. Thus, we approach the twenty-first century with a pretty good
idea of what businesses are doing to compete and prosper in today's economy. But we have no
idea how to square the desire of working people for family-supporting wages, decent health care,
and job security with the business community's need to reduce labor costs, eliminate benefits,
and downsize the workforce.
While the public perception of unions may be linked to controversies (labor disputes,
strikes, corruption, etc.), a small revolution is taking place within some of the institutions of
organized labor. Just as the Reagan-Bush economic policies rewarded "meaner and leaner"
businesses, the last decade has forced many American unions to change or die. Within organized
labor, old truths are being called into question, around contemporary issues such as global trade,
immigration reform, and worker involvement.3 Ideas that would have been unthinkable ten years
ago are now being attempted. While such efforts cannot substantially alter the external
environment within which unions operate, these innovations, and their subsequent refinements,
serve as critical reference points for future strategies that determine whether or not unions go the
way of the dinosaurs.
In 1983, in the gloomy context of deep recession, high unemployment, defeated strikes
and concession bargaining, the AFL-CIO called together a group of labor leaders, economists,
sociologists, and other scholars and asked them to produce a frank and detailed assessment of
the difficulties facing workers and unions in America. The group, called the Committee on the
Evolution of Work, included Richard Freeman, Sar Levitan, and Thomas Kochan, Peter Weiler
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and James Medoff. This process sparked a new level of critical evaluation within labor,
something that has rarely taken place. The committee's first report, The Future of Work, forecast
a large labor surplus and persistent job shortages aggravated by trade and technological
developments. The second report, The Changing Situation of Workers and Their Unions, issued
in 1985, offered a series of specific recommendations regarding membership, organizing, internal
communication and public affairs. The report received surprisingly wide and positive coverage
by the print media. The release of the report, however, was not accompanied by a well-organized,
coordinated plan for ensuring full discussion and wide debate within the ranks of the labor
movement. Moreover, the report lacked any strategic vision of how organized labor might be
able to halt its decline and increase its political power. Despite these shortcomings, the
publication of the report offered legitimacy to the notion of change in a movement often noted
for its inability to adapt to change. The Changing Situation of Workers and Their Unions, and
the discussion surrounding it, stimulated a number of far-sighted labor leaders to experiment with
new strategies and tactics in the late 1980s and today.

NEW APPROACHES

These innovations encompass a broad range of activities, more than can be covered in this
brief analysis.4 But perhaps none is more important, or less well understood, than the matter of
union membership. Unless something changes, unions will represent only about 5% of the
private sector nonagricultural workforce in the year 2000. It will be hard for organized labor to
define itself as the "voice of labor" if unions represent only one worker in twenty. Fewer
members mean less income for unions, causing reductions in staff and cuts in service to local
unions. This makes the union less effective and accelerates a cycle of decline. Fewer members
also leads to diminished legitimacy in the eyes of the members and the public. Less legitimacy
contributes to diminishing clout in the political arena, which means that government will be less
willing to enact labor-backed initiatives that could restore a more balanced relationship betwen
labor and management. In order to survive, the unions of today and tomorrow must somehow
organize their way out of a deadly spiral of destruction.
3

The problem facing labor organizers is not that workers are rejecting unions. Indeed,
several polls show a growing public support for unions, marking a big change from the early
1980s.5 But good-paying, family-supporting union jobs are- disappearing more rapidly than nonunion workers can be organized. In 1992 unions won 50% of the 2,712 elections sponsored by
the National Labor Relations Board. Unions gained more than 69,000 new members, but also
lost 19,000 members through decertifications. The net gain of about 50,000 new members cannot
begin to replenish the number of union jobs lost due to corporate downsizing, moving production
offshore, replacing fu-time workers with part-timers, or contracting out.
What is noteworthy is the degree to which many unions have thrown out the textbook on
organizing, jettisoned old strategies, and embarked on radical new approaches. Instead of signing
up workers at their place of employment, many unions now focus their attention on the
communities where workers live. Rather than using the National Labor Relations Board to
conduct representational elections, today's organizers forgo the election in favor of street actions
that can pressure employers into granting voluntary recognition to a union. Breaking with a
tradition that views the strike as labor's ultimate weapon, many unions have now abandoned the
strike tactic and are experimenting with "in-plant strategies" and "comprehensive campaigns."

AVOIDING THE NLRB
The labor movement always talks about the need to "organize the unorganized", but the
task is easier said than done. In fact it is not easy for workers to win union recognition in the
United States. While employees have a formal, legal right to form a union, that right is greatly
limited because employers may actively discourage workers from voting for union
representation. Today, one out of every ten workers who signs a card indicating support for union
recognition will be immediately dismissed. Firing the most militant workers always has a
chilling effect on any organizing campaign. Although such an action is illegal, it has become
a routine practice mi union avoidance. Four or five years might pass before any action will be
taken against the employer who takes advantage of the long appeal process. By that time the
fired employees are long gone and the union campaign is forgotten. When faced with a union
4

drive today, most firms hire professional anti-union consultants. They take charge of the fin's
personnel department, showing supervisors how to engage in one-on-one discussions with
employees to dissuade them from voting for the union.
One important new trend has been to avoid the NLRB altogether. This approach became
especially important in the Reagan and Bush years when the agency, originally intended to
facilitate worker representation and collective bargaining, became dominated by board members
who were hostile to labor. Organizers came to view the NLRB as an obstacle to union
representation because of its long, drawn out representational procedures, an appeal process that
employers can use to stall for years, and the web of legalism that seems to put decisionmaking
in the hands of attorneys.
Since 1987 the United Food and Commercial Workers has avoided NLRB representational
elections. They reasoned that the goal of unions is to win contracts, not NLRB elections. Since
only about half of the NLRB elections are successful for unions, and since one-third of
representation elections fail to result in a union contract, using the NLRB did not seem very
promising. Instead, the UFCW focused on organizing employers. The idea is to make it more
costly for the employer to oppose the union than to agree to a union contract. The union
analyzes an employer target, taking into account many interests that surround it, including
suppliers, vendors, creditors, lenders, owners, shareholders, board of directors, competitors,
regulatory agencies, consumers, local politicians, the media, churches, etc. The campaign finds
weak points and uses boycotts, leafletting, corporate exposes, the media and other tactics to
pressures the employer to voluntarily sign a contract. In this strategy, the union may also work
closely with the targeted employer's biggest competitors, provided they are operating under a
union contract, by aggressively promoting the the competitor's unionized stores. The new
strategy has paid off for the UFCW. From 1987 to 1990, the UFCW claimed to have organized
417,000 workers, only 7% of them though NLRB elections.6 This organizing offset the loss of
existing union jobs and allowed the union to maintain its membership at nearly one million in
1993.
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COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZING
Traditionally, unions have organized workers at their place of employment. But the
repressive environment has made it nearly impossible to reach employees on the job. Recently,
many unions have experimented with community based organizing. The Service Employees
International Union (SEIU) pioneered this approach with its Justice for Janitors campaign in Los
Angeles. The goal was to revive Local 399, a union of janitors in downtown high rise office
buildings. In the mid-80s the high-rise building owners dismissed the union janitors, who were
predominately Afro-American, and contracted out to private building services staffed by low-paid,
mostly Latino workers. The union's membership fell from about 6,000 to 1,000.
In its efforts to organize the janitors, Local 399 decided against bringing its campaign into
the workplace, where management could easily intimidate the janitors. Besides, the owners of
the buildings are not the employers of the janitors. Instead, the campaign focused on community
organizations that were important in the immigrant community, including churches, immigrant
support groups, civil rights groups, senior citizen groups, and others. Unlike more traditional
coalitions between unions and community groups, the Justice for Janitors campaign tends to
dissolve the line separating union from community or union worker from non-union worker.
Organizers explained the campaign and invited leaders from these groups to participate. Once
a strong base in the Latino community had been built, the campaign held noisy street
demonstrations and rallies outside the high rise buildings that had contracted with the largest
building service firms. Like the UFCW strategy, the Justice for Janitors campaign used a costbenefit approach to organizing: make the cost of remaining non-union exceed the cost of signing
a union contract. Since 1989, the Justice for Janitors campaign has won contracts with the
largest building service firms. About 80% of the downtown high-rise janitors are now
reorganized into the union. Membership has increased to about 7,000 and organizing activities
continue. Like the UFCW campaigns, Local 399 refused to tailor its campaign to the legal
procedures of the NLRB. The goal is not to win an election (which would only be contested by
management), but to win a contract by pressuring the building owners to stop using the building
cleaning service unless it recognizes the union.
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Similar community-based strategies have been used by the Hotel Employees and
Restaurant Employees Local 11 in Los Angeles to win new contracts for their growing
membership.8 When a Korean-based firm bought the Wilshire Hyatt in 1991 and fired all the
union workers, HERE formed a strong alliance with Korean organizations and called for a
boycott. After several months of demonstrations and civil disobedience, a new agreement was
reached and the union workers were rehired.9 Another community-based campaign is being
conducted today by HERE among service workers employed in hotels and restaurants near Los
Angeles International Airport. The campaign avoids worksite organizing. Instead, the organizers
go door-to-door in the Latino community called Lennox, located beyond the high-rise office
buildings near the airport and the San Diego Freeway. Thousands of residents of Lennox are
employed in service sector jobs around the airport. The union will seek to build a strong
consensus within the community for the organizing drive. Although the long-term goal is a
master contract for all hotel and restaurant workers in the airport area, it remains to be seen
which firms will be targeted and what kind of tactics will used.
Currently in the designing stage is an even more ambitious effort to organize 750,000
manufacturing workers in Los Angeles. Here, in the largest manufacturing complex in the United
States, is a non-union, low-wage workforce that may prove ripe for unionization. Latino workers
comprise 45% of the workforce in durable manufacturing and 66% of the workforce in
nondurable manufacturing. Asian workers add another 8% to 9%. This heavy concentration of
immigrant workers in manufacturing may make community-based organizing the best way to
reach non-union manufacturing workers. Rather than trying to organize workers on a site-by-site
basis, this plan may feature an intensive, door-to-door, community-based campaign in the various
immigrant communities of Los Angeles.

CONSTRUCTION LABOR: JOB-TARGETING
Construction is one of the nation's largest industries in the United States. It is also the
only goods-producing industry whose percentage of total employment has not declined since
1945. In the 1960s, about 80% of construction workers were union members. By the end of the
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1980s, the percentage has plummeted to about 30%. Union membership in the building and
construction trades declined from about 3.4 million in 1975 to 2.9 million in 1987. In an effort
to arrest this decline, building and construction unions around the country began to experiment
with new approaches to organizing.
In the 1980s working in manufacturing tried to hold onto their jobs by agreeing to
concessions and give-backs in wages and benefits. But some construction unionists tried an
alternative strategy for maintaining their jobs. Faced with low-wage, nonunion competitors who
were consistently underbidding the union contractors, these unionist developed a new system of
"buying the job." This was done with "job-targeting" programs which have evolved in
sophistication since they were initiated in the mid-1980s. Targeting involves a subsidy from a
local union to a union contractor. The idea evolved out of the "project agreements" where
building trades unions agreed to work on a large project for a percentage of the union scale. For
example, the trades agreed to build General Motor's new Saturn plant in Tennessee and the new
Toyota plant in Kentucky for 90% of the union rate. Project agreements and job-targeting allow
union contractors to bid low enough to win the job away from nonunion contractors. But they
still lead to a general lowering of wages. An alternative "funded target program" was developed
in Minot, North Dakota by IBEW Local 714 and then refined by IBEW Local 214 in Kansas
City. The "Kansas City Plan" drew funds from all working union members and used those funds
to subsidize a union contractor on a targeted job. This spread the pain to all union members, not
just those employed on the targeted job.
In a further refinement, the fund was used by the union to bring wages on the targeted
job up to union standards. Developed by IBEW Local 117 in Elgin, Illinois, the "Elgin Plan"
preserved the integrity of the union wage rate while allowing the contractor to win the project
from nonunion competitors. And in an even more recent version, "Elgin II," the union targets
a job, calculates what subsidy is needed, and offers it as a grant for that job to contractors who
already have a collective bargaining contract or are willing to sign one. This method is simpler
and it gives the union even more leverage because it pays the customer, not the contractor. If
a nonunion contractor wins the project at the bid stage, the union can still go to the customer and
offer the grant or rebate if they switch to a union contractor.
8

Non-union contractors and conservative politicians have railed against the targeting
strategy. Despite a series of court challenges, however, these strategies have been upheld as
legal. By the end of the 1980s, 200 building trades locals were using targeted funding
strategies.10 Despite its advantage in helping unionized fnrms to retain jobs, targeting tends to
lower union wage levels instead of bringing the nonunion wages up to union scale. In some
situations, however, targeting can be a useful tool for unions, particularly over the short run.

"SALTING" AND "BOTTOM-UP" ORGANIZING
Construction work is seasonal, employers are often small contractors, and many workers
move from one contractor to another. Traditionally, the unions utilized top-down organizing
where contractors agree to employ only union workers. This is especially the case in large
commercial projects using public funding where prevailing wage requirements are in force. But
top-down organizing only works where unions have some power in the local labor market. If
contractors can find low-wage, nonunion labor who will work for less, they have little incentive
to hire union workers. But what if the unions set about reorganizing all construction workers in
local labor markets, including nonunion workers?
Reverting back to the strategies used years ago to establish bulding and construction
trades unions, the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) experimented with
bottom-up organizing in the late 1980s. The traditional union approach in the building trades has
been to preserve union wage scales by limiting entrance to apprenticeship programs and hiring
halls. The new strategy took the opposite approach by opening up the union. Organizers met
with non-union workers and encouraged them to join. Wherever possible, and depending upon
the individual workers' skills, the union placed them with union contractors. When there are no
jobs available with union contractors, they asked the new union members to stay on a nonunion
job, but to become "salts," or union organizers working for a non-union contractor. The union
might even pay salts the difference between their nonunion wage and what they would be making
with a union contractor. The contractor may refuse to hire a worker who admits to being a
member of a union or who wears a jacket with a union logo. Or the contractor may hire a salt
9

and then fire him or her for organizing activities. In both cases, the contractor has probably
committed an "unfair labor practice" and the union will file charges with the NLRB. This means
the contractor might eventually have to pay a stiff penalty. It also creates the basis for an "unfair
labor practice" strike. This is a situation where workers can strike knowing that they may return
to their jobs, upon unconditional offer, without being permanently replaced, even if the employer
must fire the replacement workers. Thus workers who support the salts and the union organizing
drive may walk off the job, but the employer has to bring them back. In such a situation, the
cost of remaining nonumon may soon overcome the cost of the signing a union contract, thus
providing the contractor with more incentive to sign a union agreement.
In Boston the IBEW, using the bottom-up strategy, brought 700 new wiremen into the
union. In Atlanta, 500 new wiremen were initiated into the union."' But bottom-up organizing
increased in importance in April 1993 when the strategy was adopted by virtually all building
and construction trades unions in the United States. Working withf labor educators from the
George Meany Center for Labor Studies and Cornell University, the presidents of 15 building
trades unions announced the formation of Construction Organizing Membership Education
Training (COMET). Under COMET, every union member will attend a four-hour course to learn
about organizing and labor laws. The idea is "to use out-of-work union members as organizers
and educators at nonunion construction fins."'2 To do this, however, the unions had to drop
their longstanding rule against union workers employed by nonunion firms. The launching of
COMET last year produced a flurry of activity within the construction industry and the major
antiunion organization, Associated Building Contractors, quickly issued a publication entitled
"Coping with COMET"-- and a second edition with weeks.'3 A little controversy erupted when
an editorial in the widely read McGraw-Hill Construction Weekly actually supported bottom-up
organizing, sparking letters of protest from indignant contractors.'4 But their concern was
probably premature, since the unions expect that it will take at least a year to educate the entire
membership. As of March, 1994, tens of thousands of construction members have completed the
first phase of training.
It remains to be seen whether or not COMET will succeed in reorganizing construction
labor, but there is no question that this program, and the effort that is going into it, is
10

unprecedented. It is likewise important to note that, despite its advantages, the salting strategy
cannot overcome economic downturns and recessions. How can the union aggressively sign up
new members when a half of the longstanding unionists are sitting on the bench?

USING UNION PENSION FUNDS
Unions have also used pension funds as weapons to weaken nonunion contractors. In
1978 a business manager for the Operating Engineers union in Fort Lauderdale, Florida learned
that the union's pension fund was being managed by persons who were investing in nonunion
construction projects. The union took back control of the pension, hired a sympathetic group of
professionals to run the fund, and began to invest in projects built only by union contractors.
Next they set up a low interest rate mortgage plan for members. They purchased 100 acres of
land and used union workers to clear it and build roads, bridges, water lines, and sewage systems
before selling it to a large private developer on the condition that all work would be done by
union contractors.15
Many other examples where pension funds are used to create union jobs can be found
around the country. The AFL-CIO began publishing a monthly newsletter, Labor & Investments,
to track these developments. By 1993, the assets of the AFL-CIO Investment Program totaled
more than $1 billion. In ten years, the program has invested $1.3 billion in real estate projects,
producing 33,000 residential units, and creating 19,000 new jobs in construction and related
fields. In 1993 the AFL-CIO established a five year plan called the National Partnership to
invest $660 million in 30 targeted cities with the goal of building 15,000 units of affordable
housing and one million square feet of commercial development. In the days following the civil
disturbance in Los Angeles in 1992, the AFL-CIO pledged $75 million for rebuilding efforts.
Working with the city of Los Angeles, the Partnership is financing the Watts Civic Center at $3
million, the first new office building in the Watts area in 25 years.16
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TURNING NON-UNION JOBS INTO UNION JOBS
A few years ago, building and construction trades in the Seattle area developed a new
strategy to pressure nonunion firms into signing a union agreement. The philosophy behind this
approach was described by a union strategist as a new version of Murphy's Law: "If anything
bad could happen to a nonunion contractor, make sure it does." The idea was to intervene in
legal ways to make things tough for nonunion contractors. For example, a nonunion contractor
who had underbid the union contractors for a job and was preparing to build needed quick
approval from the city for a minor variance to begin a project. But at what normally would be
a ho-hum hearing by a committee of the city council became bedlam as dozens of angry
taxpayers lined up to voice their opposition to granting the variance. The matter was tabled, the
variance remained ungranted, the project was put on hold until the contractor came to the union
and agreed to a union contract. In other cases, projects were held up as construction workers
allied with local environmentalists to demand environmental impact statements and public
hearings. In another example, research into the membership of the board of directors of a large
nonunion construction firm uncovers the fact that one director made large campaign contributions
to a member of the city council who voted to let the contract. A scandal erupts as a large crowd
of construction workers assemble at city hall to demand another vote on the contractor's bid, with
the tainted council member abstaining. To win the attention of all elected officials, the union
announces it will endorse a candidate to run against the council member on an anti-corruption
platform. Such tactics, used in a variety of ways in different areas, have the advantage of
showing that the unions are active players instead of passive dinosaurs ready to collapse.
Building alliances and coalitions with nonlabor groups marked a new sopshistication by local
construction unions in an effort to reorganize themselves.
In the southern states, a sophisticated "Fight Back" campaign developed by the
Boilermakers union found ways to put pressure on non-union contractors and was able to turn
19 nonunion projects into union projects between 1987 and 1989.17 Through aggressive
outreach and communication at the local level, the campaign found ways to control the local
labor markets for skilled workers, making it next to impossible for non-union contractors to hire
workers who could do the job. Contractors and leaders of the anti-union Association of Building
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Contractors (ABC) charged that the union was using "extortion tactics," but they eventually
signed union contracts. Using these tactics, the Boilermakers made strong headway in
cogeneration energy plants in the largely non-union states of the South.

ORGANIZING AS A CRAFT
The union organizer has found a place in literature and film. But the reality is less
dramatic than depicted in Norma Rae or Matewan. Historically, organizers have always been at
the bottom of the pecking order within labor organizations. Organizing is hard work and long
hours. In general, organizing is one way in which individuals gain entry into the union
apparatus. In time, organizers may be able to move into other less strenuous, more rewarding
jobs within the same union or in another labor group. Until recently, all organizing was done
by individual unions, with little interaction among various groups.
In 1989 the AFL-CIO established the new Organizing Institute. Its role is to train new
organizers who earn their spurs by apprenticing under master organizers. Despite a long string
of union defeats in the 1980s, there was a small group of skllled organizers who were able to
overcome the odds and win union contracts. The Institute recruits potential organizers from
existing unions, from community activist groups, and college students. They are assigned to
work with master organzers. Thus far the Institute has trained about 1500 organizers in intensive
three day training programs. 300 organizers have completed the Institute's three-month
apprenticeship program, which features hands-on experience in the field. Three months of 18hour days provides apprentices with a fast-track education. Depending upon their progress, they
soon are ready to be hired by unions that are undertaking organizing campaigns.

BROADER CONCEPTIONS OF UNION REPRESENTATION
Unions are supposed to represent their members, but what about the millions of workers
without any union representation? The Changing Situation of Workers stressed the need to look
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beyond the traditional bargaining unit and to consider a "diversity of approaches" in representing
workers. Since that time 19 international unions have established new categories of associate
members. In 1993 the AFL-CIO reported that its affiliates had enrolled 225,000 associate
members. But the potential exists for adding many more people who are not employed in a
unionized bargaining unit. The concept of associate membership is a broad, generic term and
its precise meaning is only being established as associate membership programs are established
around the country.
The California Immigrant Worker Association (CIWA) was developed as a communitybased union after the passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. The new law
contained a provision offering citizenship to certain workers who had been continuously
employed in the United States for a number of years. A cottage industry of immigration
assistance firms sprang up, charging exorbitant prices for their services. CIWA set up its own
program to assist immigrant workers, mostly Latinos, in the filing of their applications. For a
small annual fee CIWA members received information about their rights on the job and in the
community. Once CIWA leaders had enrolled in few thousand members, it approached several
vendors to get bids on group benefits that were desperately needed by its members. CIWA has
enrolled thousands of members, many of whom have become union supporters within non-union
factories and offices."8 CIWA does not represent workers at the bargaining table against an
employer. But the organization has played a key role in other union organizing drives, including
the Justice for Janitors and the Machinists' union victory at the 1200-member unit of American
Racing Wheel Inc. in 1991, the largest manufacturing unit to be organized in the Los Angeles
area in 30 years. CIWA also played a central role in the successful effort to win a union contract
following a five-month strike by 4,000 drywall construction workers from San Diego to Santa
Barbara.

A "PRE-UNION" FORMATION FOR HOME CARE WORKERS

The home health care industry is booming, offering new opportunties for labor organizing.
SEIU Local 344 is currently involved in an organizing campaign involving 75,000 homecare
14

workers in Los Angeles. Organizers are signing up homecare workers into a pre-union formation.
These workers, usually women aged 35 to 60, are employed by private home health care
providers. Their wages are very low, and although they make their living by providing health
care for others, few of the home care workers are covered by employer-paid health insurance.
The pre-union formation is filling that vital gap in coverage as a benefit to dues-paying members
who belong to the union even though there is no formal bargaining unit. Organizers did this by
crafting the AFL-CIO's Union Privilege to its own organizing objectives. The Union Privilege
program was initiated at the national level in the mid-1980s. It consisted of credit cards, legal
services and other group benefits. All programs are offered through international unions to
members and associate members. In 1992 leaders of the AFL-CIO in Los Angeles and Orange
County convinced the AFL-CIO to establish a local office of the Union Privilege program in Los
Angeles. Using its one million plus membership as a calling card, the union went to health care
and dental care providers, automobile parts retailers and other vendors to obtain group discounts.
Some of the health care plans are not ideal with fairly high deductibles and some limits in
coverage. But they are better than no coverage at all. That is part of the reason why SEIU has
enrolled about 20,000 home care workers thus far. In light of the recent debate on health care
reform, it is also interesting to point out that, unlike employer-paid benefits based on an existing
bargaining unit, the flexible Union Privilege benefits provide a better fit for the multi-employer
"unit in formation" that the union is building. Unlike traditional site-based union campaigns,
SEIU will work to sign up about 80% of the home care workers in the Los Angeles market
before demanding a contract from targeted firms. This will take several years, but if it succeeds,
it will result in a huge unit of 60,000 to 75,000 union members.

NEW CATEGORIES OF MEMBERS

Another approach is to extend some form of union "membership" to those not currently
employed in a unionized bargaining units. Such a membership would involve a different set of
services (group discounts, consumer information, political action, educational and cultural events)
and a more modest dues structure. It could be extended to union members when they retire or
15

when they are laid off or injured on the job. The spouses of union members, most of whom
probably work in non-union workplaces, could become members. Various community groups
might also be interested in a closer connection to the labor movement: immigrant and civil rights
organizations, neighborhood groups, citizen action groups.19
Particularly important are those employed in workplaces where there is no union or where
an effort to win a union contract has failed. Every year thousands of workers vote for union
representation but never achieve a union contract. And while many are fired and never return,
others remain in the same workplace. Unions like the Machinists and the Mine Workers are now
establishing "minority" unions. Although they lack any contract protection or collective
bargaining rights, the members pay low dues and receive limited benefits from the union,
including legal support and informational and other benefits. The idea is to maintain a union
presence in the workplace, limit the retaliation against those who are union activists, and allow
workers in nonunion workplaces to be part of the movement. Richard Trumka, president of the
United Mine Workers of America, explained that his organization has recently chartered dozens
of new unions in nonunion firms, with the outlook of eventually winning contracts.20
For many who have pondered the future of the labor movement, the crucial task facing
labor is to organize the two broad strata of white collar workers: the semi-skilled clerical
workers, bank tellers, and other service sector workers, and the semi-professional teachers,
computer programers, technicians, sales representatives, and many others. As David Brody has
pointed out, while manufacturing workers comprise less than 20% of the workforce, these white
collar employees now represent more than 50% of the workforce. The semi-professional white
collar workers add up to nearly one-third of the labor force.21 While labor unions in the public
sector have made significant headway among these workers, private sector unions have generally
been stymied. Richard Freeman and Joel Rogers have argued that, as the contemporary
workplace breaks down outmoded barriers between workers and managers, it creates a new strata
of highly skilled employees who would desire some form of representation. The authors contend
that these employees will probably not join an AFL-CIO union, but they estimate that a new
federation for white collar workers could flourish in the coming years. Charles Heckscher has
outlined his version of "associational unionism" which would appeal to this strata of workers.22
The AFL-CIO has established a Department for Professional Employees which promotes
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unionism among white collar professionals. The reality, however, is that no winning strategy for
organizing these workers has as yet emerged. Until it does, labor's percentage of the workforce
will remain below 20%.

WINNING CONTRACT RENEWALS WITHOUT STRIKING

Since 1980, employers have been much more aggressive in weakening unions by refusing
to renegotiate existing union contracts and, in many cases, imposing management's proposals
unilaterally. These trends have forced unions to adopt new strategies to win renegotiated union
contracts without striking. One of the most important features of the contemporary labor
movement is the decline of the strike. Leaving aside the reasons why the number of strikes has
fallen to an all-time low, the fact remains that employers have less incentive to bargain if they
know that workers are not willing to walk. In the 1980s the old union slogan, "No Contract, No
Work!" was gradually abandoned as it became clear that many employers, expecting a work
stoppage, were preparing to permanently replace strikers with lower wage replacement workers.
This situation led to hundreds of concessionary agreements as workers gave up wages and
benefits in a desperate effort to retain their jobs. But the end of the strike also forced unions to
consider new tactics to compel management to bargain in good faith.
The "in-plant" strategy is based on the idea that workers can have a great degree of
control over the workplace if they are well-organized and disciplined. Unlike usual union
practices, it involves working without a contract, meaning without the union grievance system,
union security clauses or dues check-off. Without a contract, workers are forced to defend their
union through well organized acts of resistance around issues of hours, wages and conditions of
employment. The in-plant strategy is aimed at educating the union members and management
of what a contract means. In recent years, employers (and many workers) reached the conclusion
that contracts were something that management gave workers. In fact, a contract means that both
sides give up something. Management agrees to certain wages, hours and conditions of
employment, but it receives a guarantee that workers will not strike during the life of the
contract, even when the contract is violated by management. Employers are happy with the no17

strike rule and the establishment of orderly procedures for handling day to day disputes. But
when employees work without a contract (or under an employer-imposed contract) arbitration and
grievance procedures and no-strike clauses are no longer in effect. Moreover, under section 7a
of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), workers have the right to engage in "concerted
activities" for "mutual aid and protection." Under certain circumstances, they can halt work and
demand a meeting with the employer to discuss a problem. No advance notice is required: a
worker can merely inform the supervisor that they have a dispute and are leaving to meet with
management. Management can order the worker back to the job, but it must set a time to discuss
the dispute more fully.

INSERTING WORKERS INTO A "CRACK IN THE LAW"
The in-plant campaign works by inserting the membership of the union into this narrow
crack in the law. Instead of one worker having a dispute, suddenly all workers have a dispute
at the same time. Dozens of them line up outside the managers office prepared to discuss their
disputes, effectively bringing a halt to production. Or, in the midst of an important big order,
several workers leave the job to meet with management. By the time they return, it is nearly
time to punch out and the job cannot be fshed. Variations on the same theme are endless.
Frustrated managers demand that foremen take control of the situation. But workers, given the
narrowly legal framework within which they must operate, are compelled to work together much
more closely if they want to protect their jobs. Thus repression against the in-plant actions tends
to build solidarity as a sort of guerrilla war ensues between workers and management.
Cement workers, affiliated with the Boilermakers union, were among the first to use the
in-plant strategy.' Several local unions of the United Automobile Workers also utilized in-plant
strategies that were described as "running the plant backwards."24 In a Wisconsin paper mill
employing 1200 workers the management decided that since the union had not agreed to the
company-imposed contract, union leaders would not be able to use the union bulletin boards to
communicate with their members. This forced the union to develop an intricate worker to worker
communication system that, unlike the public bulleting boards, was hidden from management.
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For it to work, each worker had to agree not to "break the chain." Thus, every worker was
brought into the conspiracy. When management, on pay day, suddenly decided to end dues
check-off, they thought the union would collapse. In response, union leaders quickly negotiated
an agreement for direct deposit and set-asides for union dues with two local banks. Union
activists personally visited every member to get them to sign up for direct deposit. All but a
handful complied. "The company will never touch our money again," said angry paperworkers.
Eventually a new contract was reached.

NEW LEADERSHIP
In every institution, old leaders are replaced by new leaders. One important aspect of the
labor movement that has often been forgotten is the difference between old-line union leaders and
those that have taken leadership in the last decade. The world view of the veterans was shaped
by World War II, the cold war, and the "good years" of economic growth and union stability
from 1950 to 1975. In contrast, the new group of leaders were influenced by a very different
set of experiences: the civil rights and anti-war movements, Watergate, minority and womens'
issues, and the Reagan-Bush years. While it would be erroneous to overgeneralize, the fact
remains that the new labor leaders, especially those who have risen against the grain of
institutional bureaucracy as union reformers and activists, have a significantly different
perspective than those they are replacing.5 In general, the newer leaders are politically
progressive rather than conservative. Nearly three decades of anti-labor abuse by Republican
presidents and right-wing ideologues has greatly diminished conservative thinking among top and
middle level labor leaders. Moreover, the end of the cold war makes it harder to attack and
marginalize labor militants as "agents of Soviet communism." Likewise, the emergence of a
globalized economy is forcing American labor to build new alliances and lines of communication
with unions of other countries.
Perhaps more importantly, emerging labor leaders take it for granted that while changes
in the economy and technology pose serious threats to unions, they may also open new
opportunities. Indeed, if we look closely at the most interesting innovations in union strategy
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in the 1990s, we usually find the following three elements. First, AFL-CIO regional and local
leaders have offered support and encouragement to experimentation, providing valuable resources
and opening up space for innovation. Second, a new generation of local leaders is emerging
from within the ranks, including women, minorities, immigrant workers, and political activists.26
These individuals are taking the reigns of power in several unions and are using their influence
to push the labor apparatus toward greater activism and creativity. Third, the new campaigns
stress innovation, membership involvement, and a much broader range of tactics than in the past.

NO EASY SOLUTIONS
It would be foolish to assume that the various tactics described above will be sufficient
to rescue the labor movement from continued decline. As noted above, union activity can do
little to affect the larger external factors that constrain unionism, including changes in the
economy, the portability of capital, or business opposition. Indeed, many of the tactics described
above reflect essentially defensive postures. And while these experiments have found some
success with certain groups of workers, there has been little success among the growing numbers
of semi-skilled and semi-professional white collar workers. Moreover, the turn away from the
workplace and toward community-based organizing can be viewed as a tactical retreat that
evolved out of necessity. For most organizers, forging links with the community is not
necessarily an end in itself, but rather a means to achieve a union contract in the workplace.
Indeed, reorganizing labor requires a new role for unions in the workplace. The traditional "us
against them" division between management and workers must change, but while calls for a new
era of labor-management cooperation might have validity in a unionized work setting, where
there is a more balanced relationship between labor and management, there is literally no chance
that employers will ever voluntarily embrace unionism in order to achieve the higher productivity,
worker voice, and other benefits that unionism brings. The carrot is useless without the stick.
There are two ways we can assess the innovations described above. Both rest upon
different assumptions about the balance of power between labor and management, the legal
structure of industrial relations, and the workplace system of governance. The new organizing
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tactics will be viewed as exercises in futility if we believe that the current, unbalanced relation
of power between labor and management will not change, that the old system of industrial
relations will continue to unravel until the union movement finally withers away, and that a new
workplace regime of labor-management cooperation will somehow reconcile the need for worker
participation with the permanent drive for wage competiveness on a global scale. If, on the other
hand, we believe that the balance of power between labor and management is not immutable but
subject to change, that the decline in unions will bottom out, and that firms cannot be truly
competitive without genuine worker participation, then we can visualize the value of these
experiments. Unions that manage to survive in such a hostile environment may develop the
capacity to expand under a different set of conditions. Perhaps unions can come back, but not
without a new conjuncture of trends and events that reopens "the labor problem" and forces the
president to decide which side he is on.
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